Premier Hydraulic Auger, located in Ft. Wayne Indiana, is a top manufacturer of machinery parts and accessories such as hydraulic earth auger attachments, trencher attachments, pallet forks, bale spears and snow plows. Their equipment services the light industrial, agricultural, construction and heavy construction markets as well as the largest selection of mounts in the agricultural industry. Premier also custom manufactures parts and accessories to meet specific needs. They offer four decades of combined experience in the industry, and their products are proudly engineered, manufactured and assembled in the USA with American ingenuity and unrivaled dedication to quality.

"dramatically shortened the lead time for parts"

Premier purchased a Fryer MB-15R CNC bed mill in 2015 to manufacture parts faster and more accurately. Their main operator has said that 6 months ago he was a welder and had never run a CNC machine before. Now he runs it daily and is always learning new ways to run his parts more efficiently. Premier owner Greg Seifert said they have dramatically shortened the lead time for parts, and were able to bring a lot of their outsourced parts in house to keep costs down. Greg said he would definitely buy Fryer again when they need to expand their capability.

For more information about Premier Hydraulic Auger:
Premier Hydraulic Auger
2707 Lofty Drive
Fort Wayne, IN
260-456-8518
http://www.premierattach.com/